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To realize high power and long pulse negative ion beam required in ITER, a Multi-Aperture and Multi-Grid 
(MAMuG) accelerator has been developed in JAEA. A new ion extractor which has reinforced cooling 
capability and improved beam transparency has been developed in five stage accelerator to extend pulse 
duration time at a high power density beam. The beam current increased 10 % and total acceleration grid 
heat load reduced to 1/10 of input electric power. As the results, a long pulse beam acceleration up to 60 s 
which is the power supply limit, has been achieved at 683 keV, 100 A/m2 of negative ion beam. 

 
 
1. Introduction 

To realize ITER neutral beam injector (NBI), 
development of a high power density negative ion 
accelerator is a key issue. Acceleration of 40 A (200 
A/m2) D- ions at the energy of 1 MeV for 3,600 s is 
required for the ITER accelerator. [1] Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency (JAEA) has developed a 
Multi-Aperture and Multi-Grid (MAMuG) 
accelerator called as MeV accelerator for ITER 
NBI.[2] A target of the MeV accelerator is to 
accelerate the H- ion beam of 200 A/m2 up to 1 
MeV for 60 s.[3] The performance of the 
accelerator has been progressed and the negative 
ion beam acceleration of 980 keV, 185 A/m2 for 
0.4s was achieved in 2011.[4]  

After the high power beam acceleration, R&D 
for long pulse beam acceleration has started. The 
main issue for long pulse acceleration is to reduce 
heat loads on the acceleration grids. It was found 
that the main part of the grid heat load was due to 
direct interception of the negative ions onto the 
acceleration grids. To reduce the heat loads, beam 
deflection by the residual magnetic field was 
compensated with aperture offset of an electron 
suppression grid (ESG). By the correction, long 
pulse acceleration up to 9 s had achieved at 881 keV, 
130 A/m2.[5] To extend pulse duration time 
furthermore, modifications of extractor have carried 
out. 

 
2. MeV accelerator 

Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view of the 
MeV accelerator. The MeV accelerator is composed 
of a source chamber, an extractor and an accelerator. 
The source chamber is cesium seeded arc driven 
kamaboko source whose radius is 170 mm and 

length is 340 mm. Extractor is composed of three 
grids such as a plasma grid (PG), an extraction grid 
(EXG) and ESG. In the PG, 3 x 5 apertures whose 
diameter is 14 mm are opened to extract negative 
ions. In the EXG, permanent magnets are embedded 
to remove co-extracted electrons from the negative 
ion beam. Several kilovolts of DC voltage is 
applied between the PG and the EXG to extract 
negative ions. ESG aperture is off–axis against the 
EXG to compensate beam deflection by magnetic 
field. The accelerator is electro-static five stage 
accelerator. The same acceleration voltage up to 
200 kV is applied to each acceleration stage. The 
EXG and all acceleration grids are cooled by water 
and heat load of each grid was measured from water 
temperature rise. Accelerated negative ion beam is 
dumped on a water cooled copper plate and the 
beam current is measured from the water 
temperature rise. 

 

  
 

Fig 1 Cross sectional view of the MeV accelerator

 



 
3. Modification of the extractor 

The extractor has been modified as shown in 
fig.2 to extend pulse duration and to increase beam 
efficiency. One modification is to reinforce cooling 
capability of EXG to keep magnet temperature 
lower than 200 degree to prevent magnetic field 
weakening. The larger cooling channel was set at 
upper stream of the magnet. Other modification is 
enlarging the ESG aperture from 14 mm to 16 mm, 
since a part of negative ion of high current beam 
intercepted on ESG and many secondary electrons 
which increases heat loads in the accelerator were 
emitted. 
  Figure 3 shows accelerated negative ion current 
for the new and the original extractors as a function 
of arc power at constant acceleration and extraction 
voltage. For the original extractor, the negative ion 
current increased and saturated around 260 mA at 
the arc power of 18 kW. For the new extractor, 

the negative ion current increased up to 285 mA at 
20 kW and increased by 10 % compared to the 
current from the original extractor. Figure 4 shows 
the total acceleration grid heat load divided by 
electric input power at the same operation condition 
shown in fig.3. For original extractor, the grid heat 
load increased from 15 % with increasing arc power. 
For the new extractor, the grid heat load decreases 
to 13 % up to 18 kW arc power and increase at 
higher arc power. These data show the reduction of 
negative ion interception on ESG and the secondary 
electron emission, which leads to high acceleration 
grid heat load. 

 
Fig. 5 Long pulse beam acceleration at high power density 

beam.

 
Fig. 2 Cross section of the original extractor (A) and the 

new extractor (B) 

 
4. Long pulse beam acceleration 
  With the new extractor, a high power and a long 
pulse beam acceleration has been carried out. 
Figure 5 shows the result. For original extractor, 
pulse duration time was limited around 10 s. With 
the modified extractor, the pulse length was 
extended to the facility limit of 60 s at 683 keV, 100 
A/m2. Beam current and acceleration voltage were 
very stable during the beam acceleration and water 
temperature of the acceleration grids reached to 
steady state. No degradation of beam current and 
voltage was observed during/after the long pulse 
beam, and hence the beam energy and pulse 
duration time is extended with further conditioning 
toward 1 MeV, 200 A/m2 for 60 s.  
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Fig. 3 Comparison of accelerated negative ion current for 

the original and the new extractor. 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of acceleration grid heat load for the 

original and the new extractor  

 


